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Established in 2011, ASW has been leading the integrated offshore staffing industry. 
We understand that having an offshore team is a strategic and efficient, yet 
comprehensive and multi-faceted approach. Such a game-changing investment 
requires both first timers and companies that have already built remote teams to 
be well-prepared, well-informed and, whenever possible, partnered with industry 
leaders to map out a transparent action plan right from inception.

Shifting away from traditional and crowded BPO destinations, this guide helps you 
explore opportunities and competitive edges in Malaysia – a strong and rising IT 
offshoring haven. The country is increasingly trusted by IT market leaders due to its 
highly skilled workforce, advanced English eloquence, strong governmental support, 
transparent legal systems on the background of a multilingual, multicultural society. 
Malaysia is now becoming the destination of choice for business leaders looking at 
more than just cost efficiency.

We hope the salary guide will equip your business with the data and insights to 
explore building your own dedicated remote team in Malaysia with confidence.

Should ASW be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us directly.

Are you looking for a smarter solution to 
scale your business’ IT capabilities?

Daniel Breese
Head of Growth
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Malaysia by the numbers
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$364.68 $11,414 55th
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(1)    Department of Statistics Malaysia – Updated October 2019
(2)   TalentCorp Malaysia – Updated 2019

(3)   World Bank Open Data – 2019
(4)   International Monetary Fund – World Economic Outlook January 2021

Total GDP Projected GDP 
Growth 

in the World Bank’s 
Human Capital Index 

Rank

Labour workforce Diploma and degree 
graduates per year 

ICT professionals in 
the workforce1

GDP per capita 

4

National literacy rate
94.85% 

87.6% 
of the workforce are 

skilled and semi-
skilled workers2

Government Support

US$ 25 MillionMillionMillion

Investment in developing the 
national broadband infrastructure

Scholarships for data science 
programme

US$ 52 RM 2.6
Spending on transition and 
migration to Industry 4.0

SkillsMalaysia 2.0

An initiative to boost VET, 
upskilling and reskilling
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The Malaysian identity is a beautiful cocktail of the varied cultures 
that call the country home. Malays (62.6%), Chinese (20.6%) and 
Indians (6.2%) are the three primary races that make up the dominating 
population, making up a colourful and springy society. This harmonious 
co-existence brought to fruition an array of festivals, cuisines, and 
architecture that has helped put Malaysia on the map early on.

Malaysians are friendly, speak English well, and are typically quick to 
adapt to new trends, be it fashion, entertainment or tech. Paired together 
with a nice tropical climate and a supportive government, the country is a 
popular choice for tourism and business pursuits.

Muhibah’ is a Malay word which, in its simplest context, refers to 
kinship between ethnicities. It’s a heavily practiced value amongst the 
Malaysians, and has been at the bedrock of the country’s continuous 
development.

Most of the celebrations are specific to its ethnic backgrounds, such as 
Eid’ ul-Fitri, Wesak Day and Chinese New Year, but they’re also shared 
by everyone else in the country - in true muhibah spirit. While these 
festivities are also observed in other parts of the globe, there are also 
festivals that are unique to Malaysia. Notable mention to the Rainforest 
World Music Festival and Sarawak Gawai Festival.

Muhibah
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En-route to a tech-savvy Malaysia

With a capable education system, tech savvy 
population, strong global exposure, as well as being a 
historically multilingual country, Malaysians tend to 
consistently be a strong contender as a solid resource 
of multi-disciplined talents. 

Malaysia’s business process outsourcing market 
is expected to grow at a compounded annual rate 
of 7.9% and reach US$1.4 billion by end-2021, said 
International Data Corporation (IDC). The country was 
quick to adapt as the advent of cloud-based task 
management and chat software platforms enabled 
clients to manage teams remotely.

3RD

A.T. Kearney 2019 Global Services 
Location Index

24TH

GIPC 2019 International IP Index 
and Copyright Protection

There has been a surge of fresh talents in recent years 
as a new batch of millennials began populating the 
market and helping mould the local shared services 
and outsourcing (SSO) landscape. The advent of 
cloud-based platforms has furthered the industry as 
task management and chat software enable clients 
to manage their teams remotely. This operational 
agility, combined with the aggressively evolving local 
market, is seeing the market for the country’s offshore 
services moving away from ‘low-cost’ operations as 
multinational businesses are investing in this resource 
of skilled talents. 

Some big names who call Malaysia home to their 
remote team are Cisco Systems, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, 
HP, Oracle among other ICT leaders. Australian 
corporations, in particular, can find themselves at an 
advantage as Malaysia is only 2 to 3 hours behind, 
depending on states. With such minor time differences, 
Malaysians are totally comfortable following Australian 
business hours, should there be necessity for constant 
communication between onshore and offshore teams.     
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Salary Snapshot

Disclaimer
This salary data is pulled from ASW’s sources and market research which includes 
candidate biodata, job advertisements and placements. This data was then correlated 
with supplemental information from our business leaders and local experts, as well as 
the recruiters’ interactions with candidates, and the data recorded on systems.
The figures are given as MIN and MAX ranges.
The figures are in AUD and are basic monthly gross amounts. No other bonuses or 
oncosts (social insurances, tax etc.) are included in any figures. The ASW fee is also 
not factored into these figures.

Position Years of Experience Annual Min Annual Max

Analyst Programmer

Analyst Programmer

Software Engineer

Sybase / Oracle / MS SQL Engineer

Software Engineer

Software Engineer

Software Testing

Test Analyst

Test Analyst

Quality Assurance Engineer

Quality Assurance Manager

Service Desk L1

Service Desk L2

Team Lead Service Desk

Service Desk Manager

Systems Admin

UNIX Admin

Cisco Engineer

Network Design

Infrastructure Manager

Infrastructure Architect

Security Engineer

Security Consultant

Web Developer

Web Developer

3+ years

5+ years

1-3 years

3+ years

3-5 years

5-8 years

3+ years

3+ years

5+ years

3+ years

5+ years

1-3 years

3-5 years

4-6 years

5+ years

1-3 years

3+ years

3-5 years

8+ years

8+ years

10+ years

3+ years

5+ years

1-3 years

3+ years

$19,000

$35,000

$15,000

$21,000

$31,000

$35,000

$24,000

$24,000

$31,000

$27,000

$58,000

$11,000

$15,000

$23,000

$35,000

$19,000

$27,000

$25,000

$38,000

$39,000

$58,000

$23,000

$38,000

$5,000

$23,000

$35,000

$42,000

$31,000

$42,000

$42,000

$58,000

$29,000

$29,000

$50,000

$46,000

$77,000

$19,000

$25,000

$35,000

$58,000

$38,000

$58,000

$70,000

$77,000

$79,000

Negotiable

$62,000

$70,000

$23,000

$46,000
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See how Australian companies 
like yours have succeeded 
utilising remote staffing

We leverage our specialized 
skillsets via our offshore systems 
engineering team and this has 
enabled us to expand our products’ 
capabilities to our clients.
- Garry Thomas, Director, Gemmb

ASW has proved that the offshore 
teams excel with an emphasis 
on accountability, creativity, and 
approachability. These teams strive 
to provide highly professional and 
amazing customer experiences 
that have resulted in happy clients.
- Geoff Bentley, CEO, Trident

EML have partnered with ASW to 
build a large and highly effective 
IT Managed Services Team that 
supports our 3000+ employees 
locally in Australia.
- Shane Devlin, EML General 
Manager Technology
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An Australian presence and direct support
Strong recruitment capability and HR governance
Ability to customise solutions to business demand
Certified data security and industry recognition
Employer of choice

Among various decisions to make, selecting an 
offshore service provider is the first and most 
important step in determining whether your extended 
team is a hit or miss. Therefore, before you head to 
any service briefings or consultation sessions, make 
sure you spend some time to check these traits:

DNA of a trusted  
Offshoring provider
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About ASW Global

ASW Culture & Engagement Survey 2020

We’re an Australian company specialising in integrated 
offshore staffing solutions. Since 2011, ASW Global has been 
disrupting the remote staffing industry by bridging the gap in 
finding, integrating and managing the best possible talent.

With our Head Office in Sydney, we have contemporary 
offices located in Vietnam, the Philippines and Malaysia. 
Sourcing from a high performing pool of qualified 
professionals, we’re able to provide our clients a quality 
workforce combined with a partnership mentality that 
delivers your business objectives.

4

65

7

119

1,123

95% 87% 87% 81% 78%

96%

Countries

Partners

Offices

Roles

Staff

Retention

Knows what is expected 
of them at their job

Feels that they have the 
opportunity to do their 
best at work

Claims that they openly 
talk to co-workers about 
accomplishing work 

Feels that their 
managers care for them 
and support their work

Agree that ASW 
strongly support a 
work-life balance
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ASW Australia (HQ)
Suite 69, Level 14
88 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000

ASW Philippines
Level 16, Bonifacio Stopover Corporate Center
31st St. corner 2nd Ave., Bonifacio Global City, Taguig City, Manila

ASW Malaysia
The Gardens North Tower (Main office)
Suite 16.01, Level 16, Mid Valley City, Lingkaran Syed Putra, 59200 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Gardens North Tower
Suite 9.01, Level 9, Mid Valley City, Lingkaran Syed Putra, 59200 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Centrepoint North Tower
Suite 10.01 Level 10, Mid Valley City, Lingkaran Syed Putra, 59200 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

ASW Vietnam
REE Tower (Main office)
Level 6-7-10, 9 Doan Van Bo, District 4, Ho Chi Minh City
AB Tower
Level 16, 76A Le Lai street, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City

+61 2 8016 5500

enquiry@aswhiteglobal.com

Monday - Friday
8.30am - 5pm AEST

Interested in  
growing your team?

Enquire here 

https://aswhiteglobal.com/contact/

